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Abstract

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most frequent neurodegenerative disorders. AD is usually associated with non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment (NCNI) as apathy, depression, anxiety, emotional lability, sleep disorders.

Methods: 131 patients with AD (mild, moderate degree) were included in the investigation according to the diagnostic criteria of DSM IV and MKB 10. 45 AD patients were on galantamine, 43-memantin and 43-combined therapy. The control group includes 45 patients. In our investigation in the main group of AD patients the duration of the disease was from 6 months to 4.3 years, on average 3.3 years. Standard neuropsychological an investigation was performed in AD and control group which included the following tests- MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination, FAB: Frontal Assessment Battery, clock drawing test, 12 world list immediate and delayed recall (subscore, total). Neuropsychiatric investigation includes neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI-Cummings).

Results: Correlation analysis between cognitive and non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairments in combined group showed Total NPI-MMSE, r=-0.312, p=0.032; Total NPI-FAB, r=-0.41, p=0.03, Apathy-12 world delayed recall (total), r=-0.45 p=0.001, Apathy-12 world learning test delayed recall with help r=-0.45 p=0.001, Sleep scale-12 world learning test immediate recall (r=0.44 p=0.03, Sleep disorders-12 worlds learning test-delayed recall r=+0.55 p=0.001). Correlation between NPI and EEG data showed Total NPI-spectral power in T3, r=+0.46 p=0.048, Depression-spectral power of delta in C3 r=+0.34 p=0.03, Depression-spectral power of theta band in C4 r=+0.32 p=0.032, Apathy-spectral power in theta band in C3, r=+0.37 p=0.01, Apathy-spectral power in theta band in C4 r=+0.33 p=0.031, Emotional liability-spectral power in delta F1 r=+0.47 p=0.027, Emotional liability-spectral power in F2 r=+0.46 p=0.049, Total NPI-Intra hemispheric coherence of theta in T3-T4 r=-0.45 p=0.048, Depression-Intra hemispheric coherence in C3-C4 r=-0.35 p=0.033, Apathy-Intra hemispheric coherence in C3-C4 r=-0.45 p=0.048, Apathy-Intra hemispheric coherence of theta in T3-T4 r=-0.32 p=0.03, Emotional liability-Intra hemispheric coherence in F1-F2 r=-0.46 p=0.026, Emotional liability-Intra hemispheric coherence in T3-T4 r=-0.47 p=0.048.

Conclusion: There were found significant correlations between cognitive and non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairments. So the data gives significant possibility to think that NCNI are the obligatory sign of AD.
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Introduction

The study question is to find whether non cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment (NCNI) are isolated from neurodegenerative disorder, associated with the main neurodegenerative process or appear as a reaction on AD.

The problem of non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment in patients with dementia is widely discussed, but there is a lack of information focused of the connection of non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment and neurodegeneration.

The other problem is the application of neuroleptics for treating behavioral and emotional disorders which have side effects on cognitive functions. The connection of NCNI with neurodegeneration will give future approaches for therapy of these symptoms; will definitely reduce the number of drugs.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most frequent neurodegenerative disorders. More than 50% of population suffers of cognitive decline of Alzheimer’s type. At the age 60-64 years the dementia of Alzheimer type is about 1% of population, after 85 the prevalence is 40% [1-11].

Dementia is result of long term progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [7,12-18].

The study question is to find whether non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment are isolated from neurodegenerative disorder, associated with the main neurodegenerative process or appear as a reaction on AD.

AD is usually associated with non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairment (NCNI) [4-6,19-26]. In the whole population AD is seen in 53%, in clinical population - 88%.

Apathy, depression, anxiety, emotional liabilities are more frequent in early stages of AD. With the progression of dementia NCNI become more evident and psychiatric symptoms (agression, hallucinations and others) appeared. Psychotic symptoms are the predictor of more rapid progression of the disease.

The NCNI correlate with the degree of functional disability and cognitive decline, especially in frontal executive functions. NCNI are the main reason of distress of patients and their relatives and could be the main reason of hospitalization to specialized memory centres because they are usually connected with severe cognitive decline-dementia.

Apathy, depression, anxiety, sleep disorders are in prevalence at the early stage of AD. With the longer duration of the disease appeared.
psychotic symptoms (hallucinations, etc.) [27-43]. Aggression and psychotic symptoms are the predictor of more rapid progression of the disease.

The variety of NCNI in AD is changing individually during the disease which is connected with the worsening and remission [38]. Moran showed that NCNI are very variable in the beginning of the disease in the population of light degree of dementia [35].

There are 3 big groups of NCNI which are present in AD:
1. Low prevalence of NCNI
2. High rate of depression and anxiety
3. High prevalence of aggression [35]

Teng et al. [38] analysed the evolution of NCNI in AD. In the light degree (MMSE 21 and more) NCNI were observed in 80-90%. Depression (50%), apathy (51%), emotional liability (38%) was more frequent. Less frequent were aggression (34%) and anxiety (30%). There was seen the increase of all NCNI on the stage of moderate cognitive impairments and in dementia (MMSE 11-20). In prevalence were apathy (80%), anxiety (65%) and aggression (55%). Hallucinations were observed in 10-15% of patients. On the degree of severe cognitive impairments (MMSE less than 11) apathy was in 92%, aggression - 85% and anomaly movement disorders- 84%. Aggression, depression, apathy and anomaly movement activity on the degree of severe dementia were observed more frequently [29].

NCNI are predominately connected with the main pathologic process in AD. Anxiety and depression could be also as a reaction on cognitive decline and daily activity disorder. For the treatment of NCNI usually are used neuroleptics and symptomatic “antidementia” drugs. There are data of the positive influence of inhibitors of NMDA receptors (akatinol memantine) on NCNI. Inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase (galantamin) also reduce the degree of NCNI and prolong its appearance on the long term treatment.

In treatment of NCNI the combination of “antidementia” drugs with antidepressants is used. These combinations help to treat depression and anxiety [19]. Inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase, akatinol memantine, psychostimulators and DOPA-agonists are effective in treatment of apathy.

Cummings showed that NPI scale is effectively used for the evaluation of NCNI, which gives information about the frequency and degree of each syndrome and the level of distress of patient and relatives [42].

NPI scale seems to be the most informative, which gives the possibility to evaluate the whole spectrum of NCNI, evaluate the clinical evidence of each symptom and the degree of distress.

Neurovisualisation (PET) helps to evaluate the connection between some of the NCNI symptoms with glucose hypo metabolism and hypoperfusion in specific brain regions and the impact of some neurmediator processors in pathogenesis of the symptoms. The combination of IMRI and EEG gives more diagnostic possibilities for diagnosis the early stage of cognitive decline [29,33]. In all NCNI symptoms there are specific neuratomobolic disorders of neurmediators. Aggression is described by cholinergic deficit. Apathy is characterized by the disorder of cholinergic and dopaminergic pathways.

Depression is characterized by insufficiency of cholinergic, dopaminergic, serotoninergic and noradrenalineergic brain systems, which is approved by pathological disorders in nucleus Meinert, substantia nigra, nucleus raphus, locus caeruleus. The possibility of regression of NCNI on the symptomatic “antidementia” drugs gives the possibility to think that pathogenesis of NCNI in AD is connected with the main pathologic process.

There is no common opinion on the most frequent NCNI, their influence on concrete cognitive function and therapy on different stages of AD. The diagnostic value of investigating NCNI in AD is not good evaluated. It is really important to evaluate and treat NCNI, because they negatively influence on daily activity of the patient.

**Patients and Methods**

All investigated patients were due to diagnostic criteria of AD-MKB 10 [31] and DSM-IV [2].

We have investigated patients with AD of mild and moderate stage.

131 patients with AD (mild, moderate degree) were included in the investigation. The degree of dementia was evaluated by clinical dementia rating scale (Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB)). 45 AD patients were on galantamine, 43-memantin and 43-combined therapy.

The control group includes 45 patients which were similar by age and gender characteristics with the other groups. In our investigation in the main group of AD patients the duration of the disease was from 6 months to 4.3 years, on average 3.3 years. In control group of AD patients the cognitive disorders lasted from 2.5-6.7 years, on average 4.5 years.

The duration of cognitive disorders was from the moment of diagnosis and beginning of symptomatic “antidementia” therapy with akatinol memantine, galantamine or their combination. Light degree of dementia was in the 68% of patients, moderate in 32%. The same situation with the degree of cognitive disorders was in the group of AD patients on long term treatment in prevalence were patients with light degree of dementia.

So, the main group of AD and the group on long term treatment had same characteristics (age, gender, part of patients with light and severe degree of dementia). The group of AD patients on long term treatment differed from the AD main group with longer duration of treatment and longer duration of the disease.

AD patients more frequently have complain on memory loss (85.5%), brain activity (78.8%), and difficulties in finding the proper word (17.9%). There were complaints on social and daily disadaptation. In neurological status in 70% were found sighs of pseudo bulbar syndrome- reflexes of oral automatism, asymmetry of reflexes, dysbasia 37.5% and postural instability-27.1%.

The main group did not significantly differed from the group on long term treatment. The patients with AD did not have arterial hypertension with unstable duration, hyperlipidaemia; there were no major atherosclerosis in arteries by ultrasound investigation, no diabetes mellitus.

Standard neuropsychological investigation was performed in AD and control group which included the following tests- MMSE-Mini Mental State Examination [14], FAB-Frontal Assessment Battery [7], clock drawing test [36], 12 world list immediate and delayed recall (subscore, total) [37].

Neuropsychiatric investigation includes-neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI) [31]. NPI consists of several subscales (total score, depression, apathy, emotional liability, anxiety, aggression, anomal
movement activity, hallucinations, delirium, sleep disorders, appetite, euphoria.). There was also used alone apathy scale.

Electrophysiological investigation was performed in resting state and with specific cognitive tasks. There was used 10-20 system with investigation of spectral power and intra/interhemispheric coherence. CT, MRI scans were performed in 98%. There was found atrophy of parieto-temporal regions. None of the patients had vascular lesions, so vascular dementia or combined dementias were excluded. Hachinsky scale was more than 4 (2-6) in all groups of patients – there is no value for vascular dementia. Patients with AD had no significant vascular risk factors, no vascular lesions on MRI. Vascular or combined type of dementia was excluded.

A statistical analysis was performed by SPSS v. 17.0. It was used Student criteria (t-test), Mann-Whitney (U-test) for comparement of groups, Spearman coefficient, Anova analyses for dynamic compereament. A two samples t-test was used to compare groups AD and healthy elderly subjects. The Mann-Whitney test was also used as a confirmatory test of significance given the nonparametric nature of the data.

**Results**

The data of cognitive and non-cognitive impairments are presented in Tables 1-3. There was significant difference between the groups on therapy and controls in MMSE, FAB, Clock drawing test. There was found significant difference in cognitive and non-cognitive functions between the group of AD on memantin and galantamin and controls.

We did not find difference between the AD groups on acatinol memantin and galantamin in 12 world learning test (immediate recall, immediate recall with help, delayed recall, delayed recall with help). There was found difference only between AD groups and controls in 12 world learning test.

The most frequent symptoms from NPI scale were-depression, apathy, anxiety. The similar results were found in AD patients by other investigators [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Test</th>
<th>Main group</th>
<th>Combined therapy (n=43)</th>
<th>Control group (n=45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>20 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>22.3 ± 1.5*#</td>
<td>29 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock drawing test</td>
<td>6.8 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>7 ± 1.2*#</td>
<td>9.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAB</td>
<td>13 ± 1.4*</td>
<td>14.2 ± 1.6*#</td>
<td>17 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: There are only significant data presented in the table
* - significant data between groups and controls,
+ - significant data between the group of AD on memantin and galantamin
#- significant data between the group of AD on galantamin and combined

**Table 1:** Results of the data of cognitive functions in AD patients on different types of therapy and their combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Test</th>
<th>Main group</th>
<th>Combined therapy (n=43)</th>
<th>Control group (n=45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 word learning test total</td>
<td>7.3 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>7.3 ± 1.4*</td>
<td>11.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 word list immediate recall</td>
<td>6.3 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>6.3 ± 1.4*</td>
<td>8.6 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 word list immediate recall with help</td>
<td>1 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>1 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 word list delayed recall total</td>
<td>6.2 ± 1</td>
<td>6.8 ± 1.3*</td>
<td>11.3 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 word list delayed recall</td>
<td>5.2 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>7.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 word list delayed recall with help</td>
<td>1 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>1 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *There are only significant data presented in the table between the groups and controls

**Table 2:** Results of the data of 12 word learning tests in AD patients on different types of therapy and their combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group symptom</th>
<th>AD patients</th>
<th>AD patients-combined (n=43)</th>
<th>Control group (n=45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPI - total</td>
<td>13.34 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>13.22 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>8.18 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>2.85 ± 1.3</td>
<td>1.85 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy</td>
<td>2.0 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>1.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.35 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional liability</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.2*</td>
<td>1.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.35 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>1.86 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>1.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agression</td>
<td>1.0 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>0.69 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomal movement activity</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.1*</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disorders</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.4*</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphoria</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.5*</td>
<td>1 ± 0.4*</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of inhibition</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetite disorder</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.34</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delirium</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3*</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.5*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.5*</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.5*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *There are only significant data presented in the table between groups of patients and controls

**Table 3:** Results of NPI in group on memantin, galantamin, combined therapy group of AD patients and control group.
The data of correlation analysis between cognitive and non-cognitive neuropsychiatric impairments was performed. There were found negative correlations between degree of emotional liability, and clock drawing test (Table 4), \((r = -0.47, p = 0.026)\), between anxiety and clock drawing test \((r = -0.42, p = 0.049)\).

In the whole combined AD group on treatment (monotherapy of memantine, excelon (galantamin), combined therapy) there were found significant negative correlations between NPI (total) and MMSE and FAB tests, apathy with world learning test recall delayed test, emotional liability with world learning test immediate recall.

Besides, there were found positive correlations between the quality of sleep disorders and results of world learning test (immediate and delayed recall). In small groups of AD patients which were divided by type of monotherapy there were found less correlations in comparison with the combined group of patients (probably because of the less number of patients).

**Correlation between EEG Coherence and Spectral Power with the Results of Non-cognitive Neuropsychiatric Impairments**

There was found positive correlation between total NPI, apathy scale, depression, emotional liability and data of spectral power of EEG in theta, delta bands in frontal, central and temporal regions (Table 5).

Severe psychotic symptoms (hallucinations) were connected with the increased spectral power in theta and delta bands. Negative correlations were found between total NPI, apathy, depression, emotional liability and data of intra hemispheric coherence in theta and delta bands (Table 5). Severe psychopathic disorders by NPI scale were connected with low intra hemispheric coherence. Probably, functional disconnection between left and right hemispheres plays the major role in presence of hallucinations and other psychiatric disorders.

It is important to mention that major correlations between EEG-changes and psychiatric disorders include the most valuable symptoms—depression, apathy, emotional liability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Correlations</th>
<th>Common group before treatment ((n=131))</th>
<th>Patients on galantamine ((n=45))</th>
<th>Patients on memantine ((n=43))</th>
<th>Patients on combined treatment ((n=43))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total NPI-MMSE</td>
<td>(r=0.312) (p=0.032)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total NPI-FAB</td>
<td>(r=0.41) (p=0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy-Chronological delayed recall</td>
<td>(r=0.45) (p=0.001)</td>
<td>(r=0.69) (p=0.005)</td>
<td>(r=0.46) (p=0.049)</td>
<td>(r=-0.69) (p=0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy-Chronological delayed recall with help</td>
<td>(r=0.43) (p=0.001)</td>
<td>(r=0.65) (p=0.005)</td>
<td>(r=0.43) (p=0.049)</td>
<td>(r=-0.64) (p=0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep scale-Chronological delayed recall</td>
<td>(r=0.44) (p=0.03)</td>
<td>(r=0.56) (p=0.036)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disorders-Chronological delayed recall</td>
<td>(r=0.55) (p=0.001)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(r=0.61) (p=0.007)</td>
<td>(r=0.55) (p=0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression-Chronological delayed recall</td>
<td>(r=0.367) (p=0.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(r=0.46) (p=0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional liability-Chronological delayed recall</td>
<td>(r=0.38) (p=0.001)</td>
<td>(r=-0.65) (p=0.008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional liability-Clock drawing test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety-Clock drawing test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(r\): Correlation; \(p\): Statistical Significance

**Table 4**: Results of correlation analysis of cognitive and non-cognitive disorders in AD patients on different types of therapy and their combination.

**Discussion**

It was found that all significant pathophysiological correlations were between theta and delta bands. Probably it could be explained by the fact that on the stage of light and moderate AD exactly these
bands are the major markers of the pathophysiological disorders of EEG.

Cognitive disorders, depression, apathy, emotional liability and EEG changes in theta and delta bands are signs of the common pathophysiological complex which characterizes AD on the stage of light and moderate dementia. We have found the high level of NCNI in all investigated patients, the degree of clinical signs was significantly higher than in control group.

In the structure of NCNI were predominately depression, apathy, emotional liability and anxiety. The same symptoms were also found in clinical form. The evaluation of clinical NCNI is included in the possibility of NPI [39].

All authors underscore the importance of evaluation of NCNI of all degree, because they could significantly increase to the degree of clinically significant by the progression of the disease. NCNI in AD have periods of remission and exacerbation. It is important to mention that in all patients NCNI were polysymtomatic. It could be diagnosed because of the 4 and more symptoms in every patient.

The presence of depression, anxiety, emotional liability and apathy was found in other investigations.

Lyketsos et al. after statistical analysis of NPI data divided 3 specific blocks of NPI of emotional and behaviour disorders. First 59% of patients had minimum of psychopathic symptoms. Second with the major impact of depression, anxiety, emotional liability that was called “affective block” in 27% .Third with more psychotic symptoms hallucinations “psychotic block” in 13% [28,29]. The authors underlined that apathy is one of the most common symptom in AD; it was observed in 80% and is present in each block.

In our investigation there were patients predominately of affective block plus apathy. The polysymptomacity could be one of the sigh of organic disorder. Psychotic symptoms in our group were found in 4,5%, in clinical form (4+ points by NPI) there was no psychotic symptoms.

By the data of presence of non-psychotic symptoms our investigation is similar to the international data [10,11,28,29]. In data of psychotic symptoms there were different results. Teng et al. [39] showed that on the stage of moderate AD (MMSE 11 - 20 points) the major part of patients is with hallucinations (10-15%).

Not very big number of psychotic symptoms could be explained in our investigation by the fact that between ambulatory patients were predominately patients on the early stage of AD-69% with light degree of dementia, 31% moderate, MMSE levels were 23-13.

It could be also explained by the fact that patients with psychopathic symptoms usually visit psychiatry hospitals. The correlation analysis which was performed in our investigation showed significant correlations between NCNI and low points in cognitive tests – on memory, attention, visual-spatial orientation, frontal regulatory functions, MMSE.

We explained it by the fact of negative influence if NCNI on cognitive functions. The correlations, which were found, give the possibility to suggest that cognitive and NCNI are the signs of one complex which is specific for AD.

We have found significant negative correlation between apathy and 12 word delayed recall test in the group of AD on and without treatment. High and significant correlation between amnestic functions and apathy could be explained by the fact that apathy is the dominant symptom in NCNI disorders and 12 delayed recall test -in cognitive disorders. But it could be also explained by the other fact.

Apathy is one of the most common syndromes at all stages of AD and it is connected with the main pathologic process [29]. In apathy the most important role is the dysfunction of dopaminergic, glutamatergic and cholinergic systems of the brain.

Cummings et al. suppose that apathy is mostly connected with cholinergic deficit, which could explain its high presence in AD and connection with cholinergic deficit. That could explain its high frequency and connection with memory insufficiency [33,39]. The absence of major differences by character of NCNI in patients with different courses of treatment give the possibility to think that therapeutic efficacy of the investigated drugs in treatment of NCNI appear on the early stages of treatment and by long term treatment stop the progression of major process.

There was found significant efficacy of galantamine in our investigation. The severity of aggression, hallucinations, affective disorders, anxiety decreases on short term treatment (4 months). The therapeutic efficacy of memantin also appeared very early on the therapy of several months [8,9].

Conclusion

NCNI in patients with AD are widely presented. Our investigation found significant increase of cognitive functions, decrease of NCNI by symptomatic “antidementia” treatment with memantin, galantamin and their combination.

The debut of NCNI in old age, together with the cognitive disorders, it’s positive dynamic on symptomatic “antidementia” drugs, significant correlations between cognitive and NCNI make possible to think that genesis of NCNI by AD is predominately connected with the main pathologic process. It could be lightly connected with psychological reaction on cognitive decline.

By specific therapy exactly NCNI are significantly regressed, while cognitive functions become significantly better but did not reach the lighter stage. So the data gives significant possibility to think that NCNI are the obligatory sign of AD.

Summary

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most frequent neurodegenerative disorders. More than 50% of population suffers of cognitive decline of Alzheimer’s type. The aim was to investigate NCNI in mild and moderate patients with AD. 131 patients with AD were investigated. There were several groups–group of monotherapy with memantin, monotherapy with galantamin, combined therapy with memantin and galantamin, control group.

We have used the following scales-MMSE, FAB, 12 word learning test (immediate and delayed recall), NPI. We have found that the most frequent symptoms were- depression, apathy, anxiety-“affective block”. Our data are similar with the results of other authors. Our investigation found significant increase of cognitive functions, decrease of NCNI by symptomatic “antidementia” treatment with memantin, galantamin and their combination.

The debut of NCNI in old age, together with the cognitive disorders, it’s positive dynamic on symptomatic “antidementia” drugs, significant correlations between cognitive and NCNI make possible to think that genesis of NCNI by AD is predominately connected with the main
pathologic process. It could be lightly connected with psychological reaction on cognitive decline.

By specific therapy exactly NCNI are significantly regressed, while cognitive functions become significantly better but did not reach the lighter stage. So the data gives significant possibility to think that NCNI are the obligatory sign of AD.
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